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INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
1. This paper consists of five pages and a 32 page appendix with sources to be referenced. If your paper 
does not contain all the pages, please put up your hand so that a replacement paper can be handed to 
you. 
2. Answer all the questions. 
3. Calculate the time that you should spend on each question and part of a question by multiplying the 
number of marks by 1.2 to determine the time, in minutes, available for each question. Adhere to these 
time constraints in order to finish the paper in the given time. 
4. Delete all (even single open lines) open spaces on your answer sheets with pen. Pages on your answer 
sheets that contain open spaces will be marked as such and those pages will not be eligible for a remark. 
5. No tippex or pencil may be used on your answer sheets. Pages on your answer sheets that contain pencil 
or tippex will be marked as such and those pages will not be eligible for a remark. 
6. All the examination regulations of the UJ and the policy document for students of the Department of 
Accounting will apply before, during and after this test. 
7. The neatness, disclosure and presentation of your answers will be taken into account when marking your 
paper. 
8. Read the questions carefully.  If you are required to provide explanations, you must use full sentences.  
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QUESTION 1                  (70 MARKS) 
 
You have recently been appointed as a marker in the Department of Accountancy at the 
University of Johannesburg. As you have recently completed your B Com Honours degree, 
and obtained excellent marks in your Research module. You were approached by a lecturer 
to mark research assignments submitted by third year B Com Accounting students.  
 
Below you will find an extract of an assignment that you will have to assess during your 
induction programme: 
 
 
 
Title: 
Information Technology Security  
By 
UJ Student 
Student Number: 20150000 
 
Objectives of the study: 
Determine the role of the internal auditor in IT security. 
 
Research Methodology: 
A study will be performed to determine the role of an internal auditor in IT security. Information will be 
obtained from literature as well as an empirical study that will be performed. The research design to 
be used is a comparative design. The sample and data collection methods will still be confirmed. 
What is Information Technology Security?  
 
Information is one of the organization’s primary assets. Information about patents, designs, finances, 
processes, customers, suppliers, partners and employees is critical to the corporation’s success and 
is classified as a company asset and therefore needs to be safeguarded.  Before the expansion of 
modern communications, information security was narrow and included guiding physical access to oral 
or written communications. The prominence of information security led companies to develop 
advanced ways of protecting their information new innovations in information technology, like the 
internet, have made it possible to send huge quantities of data across the globe with ease.  
 
Three main objectives for IT security: 
 
Confidentiality: Confidentiality is protecting access to sensitive data from those who don't have a 
legitimate need to use it. 
Integrity: Integrity is ensuring that information is accurate and reliable and cannot be modified in 
unexpected ways. 
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Availability: of data ensures that is readily available to those who need to use it (Feinman et. al., 
1999).  
Information security threats  
 
Threats - situations that might deliberately or accidentally exploit vulnerabilities causing information 
security incidents as described by Top information security risks (2008). 
 
 Imposition of legal and regulatory obligation, such as the need for adequate information 
security controls to protect personal data and enforced breach disclosure. 
 Organized crime or terrorist groups using identity theft and other forms of comprise or 
extortion e.g. denial of service and other attacks to finance or support criminal activities. 
 Cyber criminals, either skilled black hats themselves or able to direct or pay other to do 
their bidding. 
 Saboteur who destroy, or threatened to destroy, information assets or who deny access 
to same (extortion) 
 Unauthorized access to, or modification or disclosure of, information assets (hardware, 
software, data, information) 
 Technical advances such as quantum computing (it’s only a matter of time before all 
current encryption algorithms are effectively obsolete)  
Best practice for internal auditors: 
 
According to IIA Columbia (1987) internal audit examines how the confidentiality, integrity and 
availability of organizations information assets is assured. The point of doing it is to identify weakness 
before an incident occurs and exposes the problem to the world at large. The phrase pen test and IT 
Security Audit may be used interchangeably. However a pen test is a very narrowly focused attempt 
to look for security holes in a critical resource, such as a firewall or webserver. With little or no 
information on your intended target. 
 
On the other hand and IT Audit is broader range assessment. For example when pen testing a web 
server you are looking for vulnerabilities in the service and/or underlying system. An IT Security audit 
you want to know, how has access to this machine, who is allowed to make changes, are there any 
change logs being kept, how accurate, etc. There is also a full disclosure of the information. 
 
IT security auditors are required to have full knowledge of the following; 
1. Establish and maintain a framework to provide assurance that information security strategies 
are aligned with business objectives and consistent with applicable laws and regulations. 
Higher level view of an organizations IT policies and procedures to make sure they are both 
useful to the organization on are in compliance with laws and regulations that may apply 
2. Identify and manage information security risks to achieve business objectives looking at risk 
management from the point of view of one entity within the corporation, here you are examining 
how a failure in that entity affect the entire organization 
Reference List 
 Feinman, Todd, Goldman, David, Wong, Ricky, and Cooper, Neil, PricewaterhouseCoopers 
LLP, Resource Protection Services, Security Basics: A White Paper, June 1, 1999. 
 Information Security Policy | IT Services". It.ox.ac.uk. N.p., 2016. Web. 4 Mar. 2016. 
 IT Security Auditing: Best Practices For Conducting Audits". SearchSecurity. N.p., 2016. Web. 
6 Mar. 2016. 
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 Isaca.org. N.p., 2016. Web. 9 Mar. 2016, http://www.isaca.org/knowledge-
center/research/documents/information-security-govenance-for-board-of-directors-and-
executive-management_res_eng_0510.pdf. [Accessed 08 March 2016]. 
 IIA COLOMBIA. Iiacolombia.com. N.p., 2016. Web. 9 Mar. 2016. 
 Naavi.org - Building a Responsible Cyber Society,Since 1998. 2016. Naavi.org - Building a 
Responsible Cyber Society,Since 1998. [ONLINE] Available at: http://www.naavi.org/wp/. 
[Accessed 09 March 2016]. 
 Services,  Phakamo.co.za. N.p., 2016. Web.6 Mar. 2016. 
 SANS Information Security Training | Cyber Certifications | Research". Sans.org. N.p., 2016. 
Web.7 Mar. 2016. 
 Next-Generation Security Platform - Firewalls, Endpoint, Threat Prevention By Palo Alto 
Networks, Paloaltonetworks.com. N.p., 2016. Web. 7 Mar. 2016 
 
You are required to: 
 
a) Assess the extract from the assignment above and write a report to the student and 
provide comments with explanations on the assignment. Your comments should 
include the following: 
a. The characteristics of the research;                    (11) 
b. The variables involved in the assignment above;     (3) 
c. Ethics;           (3) 
d. Validity, reliability and trustworthiness (for a qualitative study);            (10) 
e. Provide comments on the problem statement;     (5) 
f. Research design;         (3) 
g. Assess the layout (refer to knowledge obtained from assignments submitted 
during the semester);         (4) 
h. Referencing (Harvard method).       (8) 
b) Explain to the student the steps to follow when performing a proper literature review. 
           (10) 
c) Suggest a sample and data collection method that the student can use for his empirical 
study.            (7) 
d) Explain to the student an outline of what should be included in his Chapter one, two 
and three of his assignment.         (6) 
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QUESTION 2                  (30 MARKS) 
For each of the sources attached, please provide the following information: 
a) Describe type of source (Be specific, do not merely indicate periodical or non-
periodical. E.g.: A Book with three authors and a new edition);    (9) 
b) Provide the in-text reference for each of the sources     (9) 
c) Provide the reference to be included in the reference list.     (9) 
      Presentation and layout (3)  
 
 
 
 
